
747 Project 
Joist Questions



135’

Upper deck joist layout



Joists currently 
end at section 860

Existing joist layout

Existing joists are 7” tall 6061 
aluminum C or I beams



Joist layout extended by 20’

Need to add 12 new joists plus 
space for 88” wide staircase

83’ 4”



Support beams added

Need to add support beams so existing joist can withstand #100+ live load.  

83’ 4”

T6x4x 5/16" (50 ksi) steel structural tube, this tube is 4" wide and 6" deep

Patton 661/942-2755 
Steel 
$6.60 per ft 2x6 1/4” 12.2lbs = $132 @244# 

480460440420



Support beams added

Need to add support beams so existing joist can withstand #100+ live load.  

83’ 4”

T6x4x 5/16" (50 ksi) steel structural tube, this tube is 4" wide and 6" deep

Patton 661/942-2755 
Steel 
$6.60 per ft 2x6 1/4” 12.2lbs = $132 @244# 

480460440420



Cross section with horizontal support beam added

Need to add support beams so existing 
joist can withstand #100+ live load.  

88”



Support beams with one or two posts?

Two support postsOne support post



Concept:   
Two additional steel supports are run underneath the joists with posts running to the 
main deck to increase upper deck load to a minimum #100 

Assumptions: 
- 20” spacing between joists 
- Existing joists are 7” tall 6061 C or I beams depending on location 
- Outcome must be a minimum 100# live load for upper deck 

Questions: 
1.  Assuming 200” or 140” spacing and between vertical support posts, what are the 

dimensions and type of horizontal steel support beam is required? 
2. Is there a substantial difference between having 1 or 2 vertical support posts?

(See earlier drawing.) 
3. What are the dimensions and type of the vertical support posts?  Posts should 

be round tubing if possible. 
4. The 12 new joists to be added will be steel.  What dimensions?  (Originally called 

for 8” steel joists@ approx 16’ free span.  New joists will have supports.)



PROBLEM 
How do we connect the steel supports that are run underneath the aluminum joists?   

Assumptions: 
- 4 x 6 square tube (recommendation from previous question) 
- 23 aluminum joists, the square tube will attach to all of them 
- Obviously  
- 20” spacing between joists 
- Aluminum joists are 6061 I beams.  Bottom of beam is 1 7/8” wide and 1/4” thick 
- We don’t have the skill to weld aluminum to steel, plus bad long term metal interaction  

We’re considering these three methods to connecting the beam to the joist: 
1. Welding tabs with single 3/8” hole welded to the steel support, then running a bolt through the tab to 

aluminum joist. (pre-made, fast, simple) 
2. 2” steel wide C channel welded to the steel support, connected via multiple smaller bolts through the 

channel and the aluminum joist  
3. 3rd Alternative:  Switch to the W beam you recommended and drill through the flange.  (W8x18 (50 ksi) 

steel beam, this beam is 5.25" wide and 8.125" deep (beam weight is 18 plf)  

Questions: 
1. Are either of these methods acceptable for connecting? 
2. The welding tab is easier, but will it be strong enough? 
3. If we go with the C channel, what dimensions should we make it? (2” x 2”, 2” x 3”?)  What size diameter 

bolts, how many, what spacing? 
4. Is there an alternative method you would recommend to attaching to the square tube? 
5. If we go with the W beam, what size bolts and bolt pattern would you recommend?



Steel support beams

Aluminum joists (7” tall x 1 7/8” wide)

Best method to fasten the support beams to the joists?



2” steel C channel cut, 
multiple small holes

C channel welded to 
support beam….

Support beam bolted to 
aluminum joist

2” welding tab with 
single 3/8” hole Welding tab on either 

side of support beam
Support beam bolted to 
aluminum joist with tabs

Best method to fasten the support beams to the joists?

Method 1 - C Channel

Method 2 - Welding tab

Method 3 - W beam


